The Edwards TRUCLIP holder reduces clutter and confusion and provides a more streamlined and efficient workspace that allows clinicians to focus their time and attention on the patient.

**Simple, convenient and easy to use**
The TRUCLIP holder attaches quickly to an IV pole or bed railing, and can hold up to six devices for pressure monitoring, arterial pressure cardiac output (APCO) and blood sampling.

The TRUCLIP holder design facilitates fast setup by replacing traditional C-clamp holders that require two hands to operate. A simple squeeze-and-release clamping action allows single-handed operation, for efficient mounting and quick adjustments in time-sensitive situations.

**Versatile**
The versatile TRUCLIP holder can mount easily onto a bed railing, for less restricted movement and enhanced patient mobility during transport. It can be used to help reduce equipment clutter in the OR, ICU, ER and Cardiac Catheter labs.

The adjustability of the TRUCLIP holder accommodates a variety of bedside environments and clinical settings in which an IV pole may not be available. The reusable clip is intuitively easy to use, has a reliable grip, and is adaptable across a range of departments.
Maximum efficiency within the clinical workflow
By optimizing time to allow quick and simple organization of bedside systems, the TRUCLIP holder may improve the efficiency of invasive monitoring throughout the hospital.

The versatile design of the TRUCLIP holder allows it to work with a variety of devices, including the Edwards TruWave disposable pressure transducers, VAMP Adult and VAMP Plus closed blood sampling systems, Z-site sampling ports, FloTrac sensors and VolumeView sensors.

Holds up to six devices
The TRUCLIP holder is configured for the efficient organization of up to six pressure monitoring and sampling devices, to help provide a clear, uncluttered environment at the bedside or during transport.

Helping to advance the care of the acutely ill for 40 years, Edwards Lifesciences seeks to provide the valuable information you need, the moment you need it. Through continuing collaboration with you, ongoing education and our never-ending quest for advancement, our goal is to deliver clarity in every moment.

Visit www.Edwards.com/TRUCLIP to learn more